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1 Introduction
In modern low pressure turbines (LPT), reducing the number of airfoils in a
turbine leads to an increase in the blade loading, which inevitably increases
the possibility of laminar separation. Moreover, both separation bubbles and
the type/location of laminar-turbulent transition are known to be sensitive
to inlet disturbances. The inﬂuence of inlet disturbances has been studied
experimentally with background turbulence generated by a grid and wakes
by upstream moving bars in the pitchwise direction [1, 2, 3]. The ﬁrst incom-
pressible direct numerical simulation (DNS) for a turbine cascade ﬂow was
performed by Wu and Durbin [4] using prescribed wake disturbances and it
was found that incoming wakes are responsible for longitudinal structures
forming on the pressure side. The same inlet conditions were later applied
to additional studies using incompressible DNS and large-eddy simulations
(LES) [5], which have contributed further to the understanding of the eﬀect
of incoming wakes on boundary layer characteristics. More recently, Sarkar
[6] performed incompressible LES using wakes generated by a precursor simu-
lation of a cylinder ﬂow and showed that the structure of the incoming wakes
strongly aﬀects blade performance and wake losses.
In the current paper, we are going to look into the eﬀect of incoming bar
wakes at diﬀerent reduced frequencies and its combination of inﬂow back-
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ground turbulence, and study their inﬂuences on the blade performance and
loss generation.
2 Methodology and computational details
The compressible Navier-Stokes equations for the conservative variables are
solved using a DNS code. The numerical method comprises a ﬁve-step, fourth-
order accurate low-storage Runge-Kutta method for the time integration,
state-of-the-art parallelizable wavenumber optimized compact ﬁnite diﬀer-
ences for the spatial discretization in the streamwise and pitchwise directions
and a Fourier method using the FFTW3 library for discretization of the span-
wise direction. Additionally, a skew-symmetric splitting is used to stabilize
the convective terms. The inﬂow turbulence is generated using a synthet-
ic turbulence generation method [7, 8]. More details about the numerical
method can be found in [8].
The linear turbine cascade geometry in the present work is the T106 proﬁle
experimentally investigated by Stadtm¨ uller [9]. 9 blocks are connected using
characteristic interface conditions [8], and 864 grid points are distributed
along the blade surface. In the spanwise direction, the width of the compu-
tational domain was chosen as 0.2 chord lengths and 32 Fourier modes were
employed with 100% de-aliasing (using 66 collocation points in physical s-
pace), resulting in a total of 25  106 grid points for each simulation. The
mesh resolution has been tested suﬃcient for DNS [8].
The isentropic Reynolds number Re2is = 60,000 and the isentropic Mach
number M2is = 0.405 are kept the same for all cases. At the outlet boundary
non-reﬂective characteristic boundary condition was applied. At the inlet
boundary, a ﬁxed inﬂow condition with an inﬂow angle of α = 46.1◦ was
speciﬁed and a sponge layer, forcing the ﬂow solution to a target state, was
employed in the inlet region to remove unphysical acoustic waves [8]. To
generate periodically incoming bar wakes, an immersed boundary method is
implemented using feedback forcing terms proposed by Goldstein et al. [10]. In
all the simulations, each cylinder bar at x/C =  0.7 contains 90 time-varying
immersed boundary points with the diameter of 0.02C and the velocity in
y direction is Vbar =  0.41. Here, C is the blade chord length. Through
changing the bar spacing, various reduced frequencies Fred = f  C/V2is can
be achieved, where f and V2is are bar passing frequency and isentropic exit
velocity, respectively. The cascade inlet measurement plane is at 30% chord
upstream the blade leading edge and outlet measurement plane at 40% chord
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3 Results
Fig. 1 Instantaneous iso-surfaces of the second invariant of the velocity-gradient tensor
(Q = 100) for Fred = 0 (left), Fred = 0:31 (middle) and Fred = 0:61 (right).
Fig. 2 Instantaneous contours of the spanwise component of vorticity (-50 to 50) for
Fred = 0 (left), Fred = 0:31 (middle) and Fred = 0:61 (right).
The present study is aimed to investigate the eﬀect of incoming bar wakes
at diﬀerent reduced frequencies and its combination of inﬂow background
turbulence. Several typical cases are discussed, i.e. Fred = 0 cases with Tu =
0% and 4% (no moving bar), Fred = 0.31 case with Tu = 0%, and Fred = 0.61
cases with Tu = 0% and 4%. For each case, the simulation was run for
5 pass through time in 2D, then 3D simulation was restarted from the fully
developed 2D result. After about 10 pass through time, to avoid the transient
period, samples were then collected for 20 bar passing periods to obtain
statistically meaningful turbulence properties.
To assess the existence of coherent structures, ﬁgure 1 shows the instanta-
neous snapshots of Fred = 0, 0.31 and 0.61 cases (without inﬂow turbulence)
depicted by iso-surface of the Q criterion. In the case of Fred = 0 (or clean
case), laminar ﬂow separation in the aft section of the suction side can be
observed with highly spanwise coherent vortex shedding. In the Fred = 0.31
and Fred = 0.61 cases, the bar wakes generated by moving cylinders develop
downstream into highly 3D structures and interact with the blade boundary6 L.W. Chen, R. Pichler, and R.D. Sandberg
the evolution of the separation bubbles. At Fred = 0.31 the separation region
is larger than that of Fred = 0.61 case, corresponding to a larger wake loss
generation discussed above.
4 Conclusions
Direct numerical simulations of the compressible ﬂow pass through a low
pressure turbine have been conducted to study the eﬀect of incoming wakes
generated by moving bars at diﬀerent reduced frequencies as well as the com-
bined eﬀect with 4% inﬂow turbulence level. The results compare favorably
with the reference data in terms of the pressure distributions and wake losses.
It is evident that with the increment of reduced frequency, the wake loss is
dramatically reduced and the inﬂuence of the inﬂow turbulence level is less
signiﬁcant in Fred = 0.61 case. The space-time diagrams of wall shear stress
also show that the separation bubble can be suppressed eﬀectively by the
incoming wakes, especially at higher reduced frequency case.
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